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Author's response to reviews:

This version of the manuscript incorporates all but one of the changes requested by the editorial team on 9/21/09.

The first comment noted "References - we cannot currently find reference 18 cited in the manuscript text." Reference 18 is appears on page 7 and relates to the DIS instrument.

We have indicated that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

I have taken out the table shading. This delineated areas of the table, which really didn't need the shading so I made no other changes.

Sorry about the tracking change, it's now out.

Country is added to affiliation #1

Running title removed from title page

Disclaimer moved to acknowledgements section

Table and figure placement text removed

Vertical elements removed from tables

Figure Legend added as title to that section

We went through the ms again and can't find anything else that needs fixing, but I would be surprised if a good copy editor wouldn't find something to embarrass me.